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For
Centuries

the Japs made no progress as a nation, but continued to worship their 
self-made gods and to follow in the beaten path of their ancestors. The 
brain power and tremendous physical energy they possess lay dormant 
until, like a flash, the progressive Western spirit caught and trans
formed them in a few years into one of the greatest military and indus
trial forces of the twentieth century. Japan, today, looking back upon 
its inactive past as one long night of slumber, regrets that the conscious
ness of its real power was so long in coming.

t Regrets for the Past are Useful
ONLY as a spur to increased vigor in following a new course. The Japs are making 
good use of their time now they are awake, and are following their ‘,‘star of des
tiny” with tireless energy and undimmed faith.

What the Japs are to the Galaxy of Nations 
Farmers are to the World of Industry Ï

The agricultural classes followed in the rut of their ancestors for ages and seemed 
content to be hewers of wood and drawers of water for their task masters—the 
barons of special privilege.
Today the giant is awakening from his slumber, and Western Canadian farmers, 
among others, have caught the spirit of co-operation. Their object is now nothing 
short of obtaining the full rewards of their own industry.

The Greatest Step^F or ward was___
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the formation of this farmers’ Company. While primarily intended as a medium 
for handling grain, thus saving for the farmers the middleman’s profits, 
it has since been developing into a huge farmers’ central agency for 
the handling at first cost of all things which a farmer uses or produces.

Have you taken your place in this Company among the forces 
of progress? Every additional worker means added strength 
to the already tremendous force of the farmers ’ movement 
in Western Canada, and also more accomplishment and better 
returns for every individual.

Gef in touch NOW with the Farmers’ Company 
and learn about its different lines of work
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